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Nestled deep in Litchfield Hills, Connecticut, a 1790 farmhouse sits near the epicenter of a

paranormal commotion. The family that resides there regularly encounters its own ancestors and

strangers - human and nonhuman - who seemingly occupy the same physical space in our world

while remaining in their own parallel worlds. When famous ghost hunters Ed and Lorraine Warren

investigated, they dubbed it "Ghost Central". Here's your chance to unlock and experience the

private diary of farmhouse resident Donna Fillie. This amazing record spans five decades and

recounts a parade of uncanny occurrences, including notes from old friends who insist they didn't

deliver them; a grandson playing with an invisible - but very real - friend; and Donna awakening to

phenomena at precisely 12:42 a.m. - an eerie correspondence to her house number, 1242. This

compelling work includes many other unexplainable details of a wide variety of phenomena that

frequently occur in this otherwise normal area of Connecticut, which may also be the site of a secret

military base.
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The Haunted House Diaries by William J Hall is a well developed spook book which is perfect for a

Halloween night. Spook stories by their very nature are not supposed to make sense.The book has

some tense moments like the description of force fields in the basement of a 1790 farm house.

There are mysterious occurrences like a random tap on the shoulder seemingly coming from

nowhere. A photog captures the portrait of a ghost in a window pane. If that isn't enough, there are



spooky voices in the den. The book is well illustrated with many black and white pictures

throughout.Overall, the presentation is excellent for mystery enthusiasts who enjoy reading about

ghosts and mysterious occurrences. Read this book on a lonely Halloween evening.

I always look for something in this genre to read around October. It sets the tone for the upcoming

fun of Halloween and I thought this turned out to be a pretty interesting book. The author compiles a

homeowner's and her family's paranormal (and sometimes just plain old weird, unexplainable,

everyday) experiences in and around their home over the course of several decades. The end result

gives the reader much room for thought and begs the imagination to be open and more aware to the

possibilities of all the little "unexplainables" in our own everyday lives and homes. I would

recommend this to anyone who likes a few goosebumps and to those with a playful, open

imagination.

I was born and raised near the area detailed in the book. So, I naturally found the stories intriguing. I

will say that I always felt that area had an odd vibe to it. I never saw anything strange when traveling

through that area but it just always seemed mysterious some how.

Wow! Take a walk on the ghostly side with a professional magician who uses the lady of the

house's fifty years of journals to explore this wonderfully creepy haunted house situated in the

center of a paranormal hotspot!

I fully enjoyed the authors approach to this subject. As a skeptic I was impressed by his proposed

scientific explanations. The expert analysis and the actual diary itself offer a fascinating look into our

world and other possible worlds!! I highly recommend this book to everyone!! A+

This book's best parts involve the diary portion which also contributes to the bulk of the book.

Reading the diary entries was quick and interesting however I was disappointed with the

"investigative" details, or lack thereof, in the latter quarter of the book. For an investigation that went

on as long as it did I was really hoping for some detailed analyses, but all you get is conjecture and

conflicting statements from parties involved. As with many books involving the paranormal, it lacks

convincing data or any relevance to science. The author spends too much time stating things as

facts or relaying details with no whole theory or suggested explanation for anything. It's no wonder

many people are disbelievers since so many "investigators" do little to prove their work. Another



irritating thing about this book were the grammatical errors. They are abundant and whittled away at

my will to finish the book. Overall it's a fun little read but I need meatier studies in the paranormal.

Bill Hall's book the Haunted House Diaries was really good. A must read for those who love the

paranormal. I loved how the events were documented through the years and how Bill and his team

explained the events I have enjoyed reading both of Bill's book and look forward to the next one.

I'm having trouble getting involved in this book because of the bizarre timeline..The little girl is born

in April of 73' and in Jan of 74' at 9 months old, she is giving full accurate descriptions in great

detail? Also, the entries are very repetitive. Not what I had hoped for.
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